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Introduction
As Amazon.com passes the 25-year mark, its influence on retail 
continues to grow. Amazon’s revenue now accounts for nearly half of all 
online retail spending with more than 150 million consumers in the U.S.¹ 
as members of the site’s Prime free-shipping club. 

Amazon’s fulfillment infrastructure now includes its own freight and 
delivery network. With a substantial physical footprint thanks to its 2017 
acquisition of Whole Foods market, Amazon influences every aspect of 
commerce. 

The opportunity for brands to take advantage of Amazon’s size and 
reach by joining the site’s third-party marketplace can seem both 
irresistible and risky. But with sales growth and new audiences at stake, 
taking the plunge is all but mandatory.

To succeed on Amazon, brands need a nuanced understanding of their 
target audience, their shopping behaviors and their purchasing priorities. 
This study aims to arm brands with the data they need to forge a winning 
strategy that starts on Amazon and leads to long-term loyalty.

For the third year in a row, our study examines pressing topics for 
brands selling on Amazon—and includes trend data to inform decision-
making. Among the most pressing topics:

• Whether top sales events like Prime Day and Black Friday move the 
needle on sales

• How loyal shoppers are to brands they find on Amazon, and how 
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1. Bajpai, Prableen. “5 Reasons Why Amazon Will Continue To Grow.” Nasdaq, 5 Feb. 2020, www.nasdaq.com/arti-
cles/5-reasons-why-amazon-will-continue-to-grow-2020-02-05.

https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/5-reasons-why-amazon-will-continue-to-grow-2020-02-05
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willing they are to try something new
• Which touchpoints shoppers use interact with Amazon—and whether 

Alexa does any shopping
• What’s more important —cost or free shipping
• Whether Amazon’s paid ads are effective at engaging consumers
• How wary shoppers are when it comes to bogus reviews and counterfeit 

products

METHODOLOGY

This survey was commissioned by Tinuiti and conducted by Survata, an 
independent research firm in San Francisco. Survata interviewed 2,001 online 
respondents between January 30, 2020, and February 11, 2020. Respondents 
were screened with the question, “Did you buy a product on Amazon in the 
past six months?” Survey respondents were reached when they took a survey 
to unlock premium content, like articles and ebooks. Respondents received 
no cash compensation for their participation. More information on Survata’s 
methodology can be found at survata.com/methodology.
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Key Takeaways
Over the years, brands have struggled with whether and how to engage with 
Amazon as a partner, competitor, or both. As this year’s survey data shows, 
Amazon presents such a rich opportunity to win new, high-value customers 
that participation on the platform is all but mandatory. Here’s how brands 
can make the most of it:

1. CAPITALIZE ON WILLINGNESS TO TRY NEW BRANDS AND PRODUCTS 

Shoppers are open to trying new products and brands they find on Amazon. 
This is especially the case for sellers who can overcome concerns about 
counterfeiting, provide engaging content—including plenty of authentic 
reviews—and pinpoint the right price point across touchpoints.

Brands in rising categories such as pet supplies and grocery have growing 
audiences for their goods on Amazon—and strong incentive to sell on the 
platform. Those in popular categories such as apparel and beauty will have 
to balance their offerings with Amazon’s own competitive plays—but they 
can strike a balance by offering exclusive products with attractive pricing to 
win the day.

2. MOBILE ADS CUT THROUGH THE NOISE 

Shoppers view paid placements on Amazon positively. On desktop and 
laptop sites, chances are growing that ad offers will be ignored. Mobile ads 
not only reach mobile-focused Gen Z consumers, they also have a higher 
impact than other formats.
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3. ADAPT TO NEW WAYS TO SHOP 

Whether through a Fire TV, a gaming console, or a voice-driven smart 
speaker, shoppers are connecting with brands via new touchpoints. Plot 
twist, it’s not just Gen Z using these newer options. The ease of use of 
Alexa-enabled voice shopping has appeal for older shoppers. Brands 
should explore ways to secure paid and organic positioning and design 
voice “skills” to aid with customer service and product discovery.

4. ADOPT A TARGETED APPROACH TO REACH KEY DEMOGRAPHICS 

Brands hoping for success on Amazon should narrow their focus to the 
most relevant audience for their products. Different demographics require 
different approaches to reflect their buying habits. While Generation Z 
primarily shops via mobile more than average, Millennial women are avid 
price checkers and users of the Subscribe & Save feature. Men drive 
purchasing in the Electronics category—but younger men also contribute 
to the popularity of apparel and health and beauty on Amazon.
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The Brands
For years, Amazon has rivalled Google as the top starting point for shopping 
research. As a result, brands now position themselves as third-party marketplace 
sellers and take advantage of paid placement opportunities to boost visibility. 

The good news is shoppers are spending ever more on Amazon and are willing 
to try new brands—though trust in the platform has eroded somewhat over the 
years. The challenge for brands is to foster connections made on Amazon, lest 
consumers move on to competitors with their next search. 

One in five Amazon shoppers now spend more 
than $100 per month on Amazon, and they 
represent a valuable segment for brands to target. 

THEY’RE HIGHLY WILLING TO EXPERIMENT 
Super Spenders are 20% more likely to try new 
brands or products they find on Amazon

THEY BUY MORE ACROSS THE BOARD, 
INCLUDING GROCERY 
More than 40% buy electronics, apparel, and health 
and beauty items from Amazon, and more than 1 in 
5 buy grocery items, home & garden, pet supplies, 
and toys

THEY’RE LESS PRICE SENSITIVE 
Less than 1 in 4 always price check elsewhere, 
compared with 3 in 10 overall, and price is 30% 
less important as a purchase factor

THEY LIKE SMART SPEAKERS 
Usage of voice-enabled devices to shop is 71% 
higher than average

THEY’RE MORE LIKELY TO BE PRIME MEMBERS 
88% identified as members of Amazon’s free 
shipping club, and they rank shipping convenience 
as a top purchase factor

Year-over-year data shows that consumers have crossed a key threshold: while in 
2019 the majority spent $50 or less on Amazon each month, now 53% spend $50 
or more. More than 1 in 5 now spend upwards of $100 monthly, a jump of 46% 
compared with the prior year. On the other hand, the percentage of shoppers that 
spend more than $500 has risen a steep 57%. 
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AMAZON SPENDING IS UP
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The trend toward higher spending may be due, in part, to survey demographics: 
in 2019, close to 1 in 5 respondents were 18 to 24 years old, whereas the 
percentage of respondents in that age group in 2020 is just over 12%. With 
members of Generation Z being consistently thrifty both years, their higher 
numbers in 2019 could have driven down overall reported spending.

Survey variations aside, the upward shift in Amazon spending tracks with 
overall consumption patterns. Amazon now claims more than half of all 
online retail sales annually. The site’s Prime membership program has grown 
to include more than 100 million U.S. households. Now, member purchases 
reportedly total $1,400 per year ², which is more than double what non-
members buy and drives up overall spending on the site as the subscriber 
base grows. 

Prime membership among survey respondents was high, with 70% identifying 
as Prime members. Not surprisingly, Prime Day proved to be a big lure, with 
28% of 2020 shoppers saying they made a purchase during the sales event— 
a 56% jump from 2019 and 20% higher than in 2018. 

PRIME DAY EQUALS BLACK FRIDAY FOR PURCHASING 

Did you buy anything from Amazon on Prime Day in 2019?

Yes: I purchased as an Amazon Prime member

Browsed: I’m an Amazon Prime member that 
only browsed

No: I’m an Amazon Prime member that didn’t 
browse/purchase

N/A: I’m not an Amazon Prime member

28.1%

18.0%

23.0%

30.9%

300 700100 500

2. Reisinger, Don. “Amazon Prime Has 100 Million U.S. Members.” Fortune, Fortune, 17 Jan. 
2019, fortune.com/2019/01/17/amazon-prime-subscribers/.

https://fortune.com/2019/01/17/amazon-prime-subscribers/
https://fortune.com/2019/01/17/amazon-prime-subscribers/
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Super Spenders are both more apt to be Prime Members, with some 
89% identifying as such, and to buy on Prime Day. Fully 48% of those 
spending $100 and up on the site each month said they made a Prime 
Day purchase, 71% higher than the overall average.

By contrast, the percentage of shoppers enticed to make purchases over 
the 2019 Black Friday weekend remained flat compared with 2018 at 
28%—an increase of 25% compared with 2018 Black Friday purchasing. 
Again, Super Spenders bucked the trend, with 45% saying they made an 
Amazon purchase over the 2019 Black Friday weekend. 
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Broad Purchasing Across Categories
In addition to spending more on Amazon than in years past, shoppers are buying 
a wide variety of products on the site. Five major categories earned frequent 
Amazon purchases from at least 20% of respondents—indicating that at least for 
some, the site has fulfilled its goal of being ”the everything store.”

Electronics, computers and office equipment comprise the top product category 
with 55% of consumers overall purchasing them through Amazon. Amazon’s heavy 
promotion of Kindles and Alexa-enabled devices such as Amazon Echo during 
Prime Day and other peak sales events may be fueling this growth, along with 
Apple’s move late in 2018 to sell products on the Amazon platform 3.  

Which product categories do you buy from Amazon most frequently?

Food & Grocery

Home, Garden & Tools

Beauty & Health

Pet Supplies

Clothing, Shoes, Jewelry & Watches

Toys, Kids, Baby

Electronics, Computers & Office

Other

249

499

12.4%

24.9%

588

395

29.4%

19.7%

707

360

35.3%

28.0%

1098

240

54.9%

12.0%

600 1400200 1000

3. Price, Emily. “Apple Products Are Finally Available on Amazon.” Fortune, Fortune, 21 Nov. 2018, for-
tune.com/2018/11/21/apple-products-on-amazon/.

https://fortune.com/2018/11/21/apple-products-on-amazon/
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Apparel placed second with more than a third of shoppers saying they buy 
this category from Amazon frequently. The company has pushed heavily into 
fashion with the microsite The Drop, multiple private-label clothing offerings, 
and the launch of Amazon Wardrobe, a service enabling Prime members to 
try items at home before being charged for purchases—efforts that appear to 
be paying off. 

Similarly, Amazon’s concerted efforts in the health and beauty category, 
including a revamped shopping portal featuring luxury brands as well as 
“indie” picks not available at other retailers, have resulted in strong sales, 
with close to 1 in 3 shoppers saying they buy frequently from the category. 

SUPER SPENDERS DRIVE SPENDING ACROSS THE BOARD—ESPECIALLY 
IN GROCERY

The top categories for Amazon Super Spenders mirror overall popularity, but 
with a higher percentage of buyers in each. For example,  close to two-thirds 
of top spenders say they buy electronics, 20% more than the average, while 
45% purchase apparel from Amazon—a percentage nearly 30% higher than 
respondents overall. And more than 40% of Super Spenders buy health and 
beauty products from the site, 38% higher than average. 

In food and grocery, nearly double the percentage of Super Spenders buy 
frequently from Amazon—close to 24% compared with 12% overall. 

GEN Z AND MILLENNIAL MEN BOOST TOP 3 

The popularity of electronics is largely fueled by men, nearly 33% of whom 
purchase items in the category, compared with 22% of women—a gap of 
more than 10 percentage points. The difference is especially pronounced 
among younger shoppers. 37% of Gen Z and Millennial men buy electronics 
from Amazon, compared to 22% of women shoppers under 35.

10THE 2020 AMAZON SHOPPER SURVEY
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In both health and beauty and apparel, the combined power of shoppers under 35 
of both genders is evident. Close to 1 in 10 male Gen Z and Millennial and 18% of 
women shoppers buy health and beauty products through Amazon. On the other 
hand, one in 5 women under 35 and 17% of men buy apparel and accessories 
through Amazon.

PET SUPPLIES IS A CATEGORY WORTH WATCHING

Close to 20% of shoppers overall buy pet supplies on Amazon. Thirty percent  
of these buyers are Super Spenders making at least $100 in purchases 
monthly on the site—compared with 20% of the Amazon audience overall. 

Which product categories do you buy from Amazon most frequently?

Food & Grocery

Home, Garden  
& Tools

Beauty & Health

Pet Supplies

Clothing, Shoes,  
Jewelry & Watches

Toys, Kids, Baby

Electronics,  
Computers & Office

Other

4.4%

17.9%

10.4%

9.7%

9.7%

5.0%

20.1%

22.6%

4.4%

9.5%

9.3%

9.0%

9.0%

4.7%

16.8%

37.2%

14

57

33

31

31

16

64

72

28

61

60

58

58

30

108

239

10

Women Men

2520 355 15 30
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Consumers Under 35
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1 in 5 pet supply buyers use Amazon’s Subscribe and Save replenishment 
service, which is 30% higher than average. Brands accessing this audience 
can potentially tap a source of significant recurring revenue. 

Shoppers consistently say they discover new brands or products while 
shopping on Amazon. The percentage of those who frequently or 
sometimes discover new products or brands remain flat year over year 
compared with 2019 at nearly 75%. That number is a drop from 2018. 
However, under 80% of shoppers responded that they sometimes or 
frequently tried new products or brands as a result of their Amazon 
shopping journeys.

Now, 57.1% of shoppers say they aren’t any more willing to try brands 
discovered on Amazon than elsewhere. Thus, signaling declining trust 
compared with prior years. 

60.0%

40.0%

10.0%

50.0%

20.0%

30.0%

0.0%

Rarely FrequentlySometimes

202020192018

20.2%

27.2%

52.6%

26.3%
23.6%

50.1%

25.2% 23.3%

51.4%

SHOPPERS ARE OPEN TO NEW BRANDS— 
BUT NOT UNIQUELY ON AMAZON 
How often do you use Amazon to discover new products or brands?
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Surprisingly, members of Generation Z are most leery of trying new brands 
or products via Amazon. One-third said they rarely or never do so—which is 
34% higher than overall. Moreover, young shoppers’ willingness to experiment 
has fallen steeply since 2018, when more than 85% said they sometimes or 
frequently tried new brands or products via Amazon.

Gen Z Response: “Rarely—I purchase products/brands I know.”
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35.0%
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TRUE

2018

FALSE

2019 2020

202020192018

53.4%

46.6%
42.9%

57.1%52.2%

14.5%

47.8%

26.9%

33.1%

True/False: I am more willing to buy a brand I am not familiar with on 
Amazon than any other store.
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By contrast, Super Spenders are more apt to purchase widely via Amazon. 
A whopping 89% say they sometimes or frequently try new brands they 
discover on the site with a 54% majority saying they are more willing to buy 
an unfamiliar brand from Amazon than any other site. 

Millennial Super Spenders are especially apt to experiment: 100% of 
Millennial Super Spender women say they sometimes or frequently try 
new products and brands they discover through the site. 61% of Millennial 
Super Spender men say they buy more new brands through Amazon than 
elsewhere—20 percentage points higher than men overall. 

45%

15%

55%

25%

35%

5%

TRUE FALSE

MenWomen

53.3%
46.7%

61.8%

38.2%

True/False: I am more willing to buy a brand I am not familiar with on 
Amazon than any other store.

Millennial Super Spenders
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CONCERN ABOUT COUNTERFEITS SUBSTANTIAL—ESPECIALLY AMONG GEN Z 
One potential cause of plateauing willingness to try new products and brands on Amazon 
may be the rise in scrutiny over counterfeit items offered by third-party sellers. The federal 
Government Accountability Office in 2018 found that more than 40% of goods purchased 
through third-party marketplaces were fakes 4, while the American Apparel & Footwear 
Association has called out Amazon sites as “Notorious Markets” 5 for counterfeit products.

In 2018 and 2019, 70% of shoppers said they were at least somewhat concerned about 
counterfeits on Amazon. This year, we asked to name which specific categories were 
vulnerable. One in five consumers expressed concern about counterfeit or diverted products 
in the apparel category while one quarter of Amazon shoppers say they worry electronics, 
computers and other office products offered on the site are fakes. In total, 45% of shoppers 
specified at least one category of concern, while 55% selected “none of the above.” 

Generation Z is especially apt to be concerned about counterfeiters. Only 41% selected “none 
of the above”—approximately 25% lower than overall. This may explain their

How often do you use Amazon to discover new products or brands?

Rarely: I purchase 
products/brands I know

Sometimes: I occasionally 
try new products/brands

Frequently: I often try new 
products/brands

8.8%
0.0%

13

0

38.2%

73.3%

13

13

52.9%

26.7%

18

4

20 5040 7010 30 60

MenWomen
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Millennial Super Spenders

4. United States, Congress, “INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY Agencies Can Improve Efforts to Address Risks Posed by Changing Counterfeits Market.” 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY Agencies Can Improve Efforts to Address Risks Posed by Changing Counterfeits Market, Jan. 2018. https://www.gao.gov/
assets/690/689713.pdf?mod=article_inline.  
5. American Apparel & Footwear Association. “AAFA Calls Out Amazon in Notorious Markets Submission; Encourages USTR to Expand Report to Include 
Domestic Markets.” AAFA Calls Out Amazon in Notorious Markets Submission and Encourages USTR to Expand Report, 1 Oct. 2019, www.aafaglobal.
org/AAFA/AAFA_News/2019_Press_Releases/AAFA_Notorious_Markets_Submission_2019.aspx?WebsiteKey=49c45f4d-69b3-4c66-823a-6d285960fed2.

https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/689713.pdf?mod=article_inline
https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/689713.pdf?mod=article_inline
https://www.aafaglobal.org/AAFA/AAFA_News/2019_Press_Releases/AAFA_Notorious_Markets_Submission_2019.aspx?WebsiteKey=49c45f4d-69b3-4c66-823a-6d285960fed2
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particular reluctance to branch out and try new products and brands on Amazon. 

Are you concerned that specific categories contain counterfeit or diverted products on Amazon?
Select the categories that apply.

40%

10%

50%

60%

20%

30%

0%
Food & 
Grocery

Home, Garden, 
Tools

Clothing, Shoes, 
Jewelry, Watches

Toys, Kids, BabyBeauty & 
Health

Pet SuppliesElectronics, 
Computers, Office

None of the 
Above

Gen ZOverall

9% 7%

22.6%

9.4%

17.7%

8.1% 8.1%

26.3%

54.9%

14.1%

6.9%

28.6%

12.9%

21.4%

36.3%

41.1%

Super Spenders are also more aware about counterfeiters. 48% selected “none of the above” even as they’re 
more willing than average to experiment with new brands and products. This seeming paradox suggests 
Super Spenders are discerning when it comes to their purchases and vet products and brands closely. 
 
AMAZON IS FOR SPEAR FISHING

Trust in Amazon as a superior destination for discovering new brands is declining in inverse proportion to the 
growing percentage of those who say they always visit Amazon knowing what they’re looking for. More than 37% 
of shoppers now say they go “spear fishing” for specific products (versus casting a wide net)—a 15% increase 
compared with 2019. These focused searchers are especially unlikely to trust Amazon more than any other site to 
introduce them to new brands, with just 29% saying they do so—33% fewer than shoppers overall.
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In addition, more brands are building out their own eCommerce channels and 
shoppers are making their own direct connections, As a result, this makes 
Amazon less of a destination and more of a fulfillment channel. Two thirds of 
consumers now expect direct brand connectivity 6, according to the Internet 
Advertising Bureau—with more than half seeking authoritative content 7 from 
brand manufacturer websites. 

Consumers under 25 are the future of shopping—
and brands are hungry to connect with them.  
But so far they’re a bundle of contradictions:

 
THEY’RE ON BUDGET, BUT DON’T PRICE 
CHECK 
Unlike shoppers overall, the majority of Gen Z 
spends $50 or less on Amazon each month, but 
just 1 in 4 price check elsewhere when they shop. 

 
 
THEY’RE WARY OF COUNTERFEITS, BUT 
TRUST AMAZON REVIEWS 
The majority are concerned about counterfeit or 
diverted products, but they’re 15% more willing 
than average to fully trust customer reviews. 

 
 
THEY LIKE TO WINDOW SHOP, BUT DON’T 
TRY NEW BRANDS 
Gen Z are 20% more likely to visit Amazon without 
having a specific product in mind; but openness 
to new brands has dropped year over year. Now, 
a third say they mostly stick with brands and 
products they know.

GEN Z GOES ITS OWN WAY

6. “The Rise of the 21st Century Brand Economy.” IAB, Feb. 2018, www.iab.com/wp-content/up-
loads/2018/04/The-Direct-Brand-Economy-Master-Deck-v17.pdf.  
7. Sterling, Greg, et al. “Survey: More Consumers Seeking to Buy Directly from Brands vs. Retail-
ers.” Marketing Land, 30 Aug. 2017, marketingland.com/survey-consumers-seeking-buy-direct-
ly-brands-vs-retailers-222955.

https://www.iab.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/The-Direct-Brand-Economy-Master-Deck-v17.pdf
https://www.iab.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/The-Direct-Brand-Economy-Master-Deck-v17.pdf
https://marketingland.com/survey-consumers-seeking-buy-directly-brands-vs-retailers-222955
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The Device
While Amazon purchases are more desktop-driven than ever, there’s growth in 
new form factors that also correlate with a higher likelihood to window shop 
—opening up opportunities for brands that position themselves to compete 
beyond their flagship Web sites.

DESKTOP RULES MORE THAN EVER 
 
Which device do you use most often to purchase products on Amazon?

40%

10%

50%

60%

70%

20%

30%

0%
Amazon.com 
Desktop Site

Fire TVAmazon AppAmazon.com 
Mobile Site

Fire TabletVoice-enabled device 
(eg Echo)

20202019

52%

0.0%

16.4%

28.5%
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0.9%

64.9%
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13.6%
16.6%
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Amazon shoppers overwhelmingly report using their desktop or laptop computers to make purchases. Another three in 10 use their mobile 
devices, with slightly more shoppers accessing Amazon via the mobile website than the custom app. The rise in desktop may reflect the tilt 
toward older participants among the survey participants this year, as noted on page 21. 

A tiny sliver of consumers report using voice-enabled “smart speakers” most frequently for purchasing. A slightly larger contingent—1.6% 
shop via Amazon’s Fire TV—draws on the same Alexa intelligence as smart speakers do to deliver shopping recommendations to the big
screen. Amazon’s Fire tablet enables shopping through an on-screen app as well as Alexa—which is used most frequently to buy from 
Amazon by 2.6% of consumers. 

 
Which device do you use most often to purchase products on Amazon?

40%

10%

50%

70%

60%

80%

20%

30%

0%
Amazon.com 
Desktop Site

Amazon App Fire TVAmazon.com 
Mobile Site

Voice-enabled device (eg Echo) Fire Tablet

25-34 45-54 55-64 65+18-24 35-44

54%

66%
70%

72%

61%63%

23.0%

16.5%17%
13.8%

12.9%

18.7% 19.0%
15.6%

15.3%
11.2%

11.3% 12%

0.4% 0.4% 0.4%1.0% 1.0%0.8%0%
2.4%1.2% 1.3% 1.6% 2.0%1.0%

2.2% 2.9% 4.9%2.2% 2.1%
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Voice On The Rise

GEN Z USES MOBILE TO WINDOW SHOP 
 
Not surprisingly, mobile usage varies by age. Generation Z is most active on 
both the mobile website and app. 42% of Generation Z says one or the other is 
their most frequent purchase touchpoint for Amazon orders. Even these rising 
shoppers still use desktop or laptop browsers the majority of the time—with 54% 
saying full-sized computer screens are where they primarily conduct purchases.

When Gen Z shoppers visit Amazon on their phones, they’re more likely than 
average to window shop instead of hunt for specific products. One in 5 Gen Z 
shoppers say they frequently visit the site to browse—which is 29% higher than 
the overall average. 

When it comes to Amazon purchases, it’s interesting to note that Millennials 
ages 25 to 34 are more like older consumers than Gen Z. Their usage of mobile 
devices versus desktop or laptop browsers tracking the overall average.

Altogether, 5% of shoppers are using Alexa-enabled technology. This includes 
using smart speaker or Fire hardware to make Amazon purchases. Alexa-enabled 
technology is also used for overall purchases not limited to Amazon.com orders—
which shows an even more robust use of voice shopping. 

Have you purchased anything with a voice-enabled device in the last 6 months?

80%

20%

100%

40%

60%

0.0%

Yes—it is convenient No—I usually like to see products before buying

11.7%

88.3%

12.2%

87.8%
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More than 12% of shoppers report having used a voice-enabled device 
to make a purchase in the past 6 months—up 4% year over year. Super 
Spenders are especially heavy users of voice shopping, with 21% reporting 
they’ve placed voice orders recently —75% higher than shoppers overall. 

SENIORS: THE SECRET VOICE SHOPPING GENERATION 
 
One might assume that the youngest shopping generation is driving 
voice growth—but in fact, older shoppers are heavier users of voice-
enabled devices. Aside from Gen Z, shoppers ages 65 and up report 
using desktop or laptop computer screens the least. 61% state it’s their 
primary touchpoint for Amazon purchases—7% lower than average. 

Instead, older shoppers are turning to a variety of voice-activated options 
that require only natural voice commands. This may be due to overall 
ease of use. Use of Alexa-enhanced devices—including Fire tablets and 
TVs—totals 7.9% for those ages 65 and up. That’s a whopping 97% higher 
than Gen Z and 64% higher than the overall average.

Device is (Browsing) Destiny?
Year-over-year, the percentage of shoppers who window shop on Amazon 
has increased. The “sometimes” option has become less popular. 
Perhaps, this is because shoppers are becoming more confident with 
online shopping overall and Amazon in particular. Therefore, they’re more 
willing to make definitive statements about their habits.
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How often do you spend browsing Amazon without a specific product in mind?
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DIFFERENT DEVICES, DIFFERENT BEHAVIOR 
 
Device usage also provides insight into who browses and who conducts 
keyword searches. Mobile users interacting with Amazon’s mobile app 
are most likely to browse without specific products in mind. Nearly 1 in 
4 app users report window shopping—that’s 93% higher than desktop 
users and 57% higher than the overall total. By contrast, those who shop 
primarily using laptop and desktop browsers are more focused. 40% of 
laptop and desktop browsers say they always know what they’re looking 
for when visiting. 
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The results are less definite for those who say they primarily use Alexa-enabled 
devices. These shoppers report higher patterns of both focused searching and 
frequent window shopping than desktop users. 41.8% chose the middle ground 
to say they sometimes browse or don’t browse. 

A small sample size for shoppers in this category (fewer than 5% of the total 
survey population) may be skewing results. Although the device question 
focuses on the single touchpoint primarily used to shop on Amazon, the window 
shopping question covers all Amazon shopping behavior. Those who selected 
Alexa-enabled devices as their top choice may behave differently on secondary 
touchpoints. Devices such as the Fire TV and tablet give shoppers the option to 
both browse onscreen as well as issue voice commands—so both spearfishing 
and net trawling behaviors may be in play.

How often do you spend browsing Amazon without a specific product in mind?
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The Search Experience
Amazon has been in the vanguard of online commerce for 25 years. By now, shoppers are 
experienced and discerning users of the platform. That can be both a boon and a challenge for 
sellers as they compete for visibility during the brand and product research phase.  

MORE SHOPPERS PRICECHECK ELSEWHERE 
 
How often do you make purchases on Amazon without comparing prices on other sites?

In 2020, the percentage of Amazon shoppers who always compare prices on other sites jumped 
to nearly 3 in 10. This is a more than 16% increase compared with 2019—when it was just 1 in 
4 shoppers. The percentage of those who only consult Amazon has dropped by 13%—to 1 in 
5 shoppers. On the other hand, 7.1% of shoppers say they don’t shop enough on Amazon to 
comment—44% higher than last year.  
 
PRICE CHECKING REFLECTS HOUSEHOLDS UNDER PRESSURE 
 
Close to a third of Baby Boomers price check more frequently than average—as do younger
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members of Generation X ages 35 to 44, at 31%. With these age groups facing retirement and 
the prospect of “sandwich” caregiving for both children and parents, financial pressures likely 
require a disciplined approach to pricing.  

Similarly, women are slightly more likely than men to check prices. 74% stated they always or 
sometimes do so compared with 71% of men. As the traditional keepers of household budgets, 
they may be more apt to watch the bottom line. Millennial women who may be shopping for 
households that include young children are especially apt to check prices—at least 78% said 
they do at least sometimes—while more than a third always do.

How often do you make purchases on Amazon without comparing prices on other sites?

Never: I always  
compare prices

Sometimes: I occasionally 
check prices

Frequently: I usually only 
consult Amazon

N/A: I don’t shop on 
Amazon that often
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GEN Z AND SUPER SPENDERS STICK WITH AMAZON 
 
By contrast, members of Generation Z are least likely to say they check prices elsewhere.  
Only 1 in 4 pricecheck—but they’re also most likely to say they don’t shop very often on Amazon. 
This comprises 12% of Generation Z shoppers—which is 65% higher than overall. These data 
points suggest members of Generation Z are more willing to consider alternatives to Amazon.
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Ads Are Still Perceived As Useful, 
Especially By Top Spenders
Amazon’s paid product feed placements are considered “useful and important” 
by 1 in 5 shoppers. The percentage represents a 27% drop from 2018 when one 
in four shoppers viewed ads positively. 

On the bright side, the percentage of shoppers who don’t trust Amazon 
ads has remained essentially flat year-over-year, at 12%. Instead, shoppers 
are increasingly unlikely to recognize ads in the first place. Close to 68% 
of shoppers now say they rarely notice Amazon ads—an increase of two 
percentage points compared with 2018 and 2019. This finding suggests that 
as ads on the platform become more commonplace, they’re also subject to the 
same “banner blindness” that has afflicted other forms of digital advertising.

Less surprisingly, Super Spenders who make at least $100 worth of purchases 
monthly on Amazon are least likely of all cohorts to check pricing. Only 24% cite 
they always check while  two thirds cite they sometimes check prices. They’re also 
much more loyal to Amazon overall—with just 2.1% saying they aren’t frequent 
shoppers on the site. 

The combined results point to the need for a sophisticated Amazon pricing 
strategy if brands are to hold up under increased consumer scrutiny. Sellers must 
balance their need to maintain margins, consider how their products are being 
sold via other retailers and factor in any direct-to-consumer offers in play as they 
set pricing policies. 
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CONSIDER MOBILE FOR ENHANCED EFFECTIVENESS

Paid placements are far from invisible on Amazon’s mobile touchpoints. Among consumers 
who primarily shop Amazon via the mobile Web site or app, just 62% say they rarely notice ads 
on the site—this is 9% lower than for shoppers overall. 

Mobile shoppers also report a higher affinity with ads than overall. 24% say they find the 
placements valuable and important. While negative sentiment about ads is also slightly higher, 
at 13.9%, the risk seems worthwhile in order to ensure ad messaging is seen and to boost 
chances of engagement.

SUPER SPENDER MEN APPRECIATE ADS

Heavy buyers on the site are especially apt to factor ad messaging into their product and brand 
decisions. 27% of Super Spenders say ads are useful and relevant. That percentage jumps to 
more than 30% for Super Spender men—10 points and 52% higher than the overall average.
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Super Spenders of both genders are more apt than average to use mobile devices as 
their primary Amazon touchpoint—at 36%. For men, the percentage jumps to 39%, which 
is 30% higher than the overall average. This makes mobile ad plays especially smart for 
reaching this valuable demographic.

ADS GO UNNOTICED BY YOUNGER GENERATIONS

Despite being heavier mobile users than other age cohorts, a record percentage of Gen 
Z shoppers say they rarely notice advertisements. More than 7 in 10 Gen Z shoppers say 
ads largely go unnoticed—and that percentage holds true even for those who choose 
mobile devices as their primary Amazon touchpoint—bucking the general trend. 

Gen Z shoppers are also the least likely to consider ads useful and important, at just 
12%—40% lower than average. They’re also more likely to express active distrust of paid 
messaging. More than 17% of Gen Z shoppers say Amazon ads can’t be trusted. This 
signals the rising generation of shoppers has little patience for inauthentic messaging. 

Which of the following best describes how you feel about ads on Amazon?

Amazon ads are useful and relevant

I do not trust ads on Amazon

I rarely notice ads on Amazon

12.1%

16.9%

71.0%

50 200100 250150 300

Gen Z Shoppers
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YEAR AFTER YEAR, PRICE REIGNS SUPREME

The Decision
However much the devices, product preferences and sentiments about advertising might change. In the end, Amazon shoppers say their 
purchase decisions are driven by the core offerings that make the site so competitive: price, convenience of shipping, and the number of 
ratings and reviews. 

For brands, that means a presence on Amazon gives them an opportunity like no other to connect with new audiences and win sales.
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For nearly 42% of consumers, as in prior years, price is the biggest purchase factor on 
Amazon by far. More than 15 percentage points separate it from the other options. The 
preoccupation with cost cuts across demographic segments. Generation X buyers ages 
35-44 and men are the most price driven—with 44% giving it top priority. 

The second purchase factor continues to be access to convenient shipping—at 20% 
overall. However,  that number has dropped nearly 5 percentage points since 2019—a 
decrease of nearly 20%. The number of ratings and reviews now rivals convenient 
shipping as a purchase factor. This factor rose by 29% to claim top priority status for 
18% of respondents overall. 

Prior experience with the product or brand continues to trail the top three as a purchase 
factor—an encouraging sign for sellers hoping to connect with new customers via 
Amazon. Although its importance has grown by a percentage point, 1 in 10 shoppers 
now claim it’s their top priority.  
 
CONVENIENT SHIPPING DECLINES IN IMPORTANCE—EXCEPT FOR PRIME
The decline in shipping convenience as a purchase factor may speak to the ubiquity 
of fast, free shipping options across the retail industry. With most retailers offering 
free home delivery within a week above a given order threshold—along with free same-
day store pickup for brands with physical locations—shoppers may feel they have 
convenient enough options wherever they choose to buy. Given that “free” is still more 
important than “fast” for most shoppers 8, shipping fees (or the lack thereof) may factor 
into naming price as the most important purchase consideration. 

However, the exception is Amazon Prime. SuperSpenders—who are by and large 
Prime subscribers and have access to free one-day delivery as a result—give higher 
importance to shipping convenience as a purchase factor. Ultimately, rivalling price. The 
importance they award this benefit demonstrates the value of their Prime membership. 

8. “UPS Press Room.” UPS Press Room, 6 Aug. 2019, https://pressroom.ups.com/pressroom/ContentDe-
tailsViewer.page?ConceptType=PressReleases&id=1565041068600-976.

https://pressroom.ups.com/pressroom/ContentDetailsViewer.page?ConceptType=PressReleases&id=1565041068600-976
https://pressroom.ups.com/pressroom/ContentDetailsViewer.page?ConceptType=PressReleases&id=1565041068600-976
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What’s the biggest decision factor when making an Amazon purchase?
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CONTENT IS KING FOR GENERATION Z

While Generation Z tracks with the overall population when it comes to valuing price above all, 18-24-year-olds are much less 
concerned about shipping convenience. Only 13.7% selected shipping convenience as their primary purchase factor—32% lower than 
the overall average.

Instead, the number of ratings and reviews is the number two consideration for Gen Z buyers. 1 out of four selected it as their top 
purchase factor. Members of Gen Z also prioritized “convincing product descriptions/photos” more often than the overall average. 
8.5% gave product descriptions and photos top importance compared to 6.5% of survey respondents overall. 

This focus on content aligns with Generation Z’s higher tendency to browse the site without already knowing what they want.  
They’re more apt to mull item content and weigh input from peers—versus simply keyword-searching a specific make and model.
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Shoppers Trust Reviews
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Given that reviews are rising in importance as a purchase factor, it’s no 
surprise that shoppers continue to trust them. Close to 7 in 10 say that they 
fully or somewhat trust Amazon reviews.

At the same time, the percentage of shoppers who say they fully trust Amazon 
reviews has dropped by 20% compared with 2018 and 2019. The percentage of 
those who say they somewhat trust reviews has leveled off to just over 55% of 
all consumers. By contrast, the percentage of those who don’t trust reviews on 
Amazon at all is now 6%—a jump of more than 50% compared with 2019. 
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SUPER SPENDERS TRUST REVIEWS MORE THAN GEN Z
Given the high weight they accord reviews when it comes to making purchase decisions, 
it’s no surprise that members of Generation Z are more trusting of reviews than 
shoppers overall. Shoppers under 25 are 15% more likely to fully trust all reviews and 
11% less likely to seek out verified purchasers as they evaluate product feedback. 

However, Super Spenders trust reviews even more than younger shoppers. Those who 
spend at least $100 on Amazon per month are 29% more likely to fully trust reviews. 
Just 4% of Super Spenders say they don’t trust reviews at all—32% lower than shoppers 
overall.
 
TRUST IN REVIEWS ALIGNS WITH WILLINGNESS TO TRY NEW BRANDS
Those who fully trust Amazon reviews are more likely to be willing to try new products 
or brands. That being said, Amazon sellers who encourage reviews can have a good 
chance of convincing new buyers to try their products. More than 78% of those who 
fully trust reviews say they use Amazon to discover new products or brands at least 
sometimes. Review goers rank 6% higher than average with more than a third of review 
fans who cited frequently—46% higher than the overall average.

How often do you use Amazon to discover new products or brands?

Rarely: I purchase products/brands 
I know

Sometimes: I occasionally try new 
products/brands

Frequently: I often try new 
products/brands
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Discounts Make Subscribe 
& Save Appealing
Close to 16% of shoppers say they use Amazon’s “Subscribe & Save ‘’ feature. 
Subscribe & Save enables recurring orders on a schedule customers set for 
replenishment items. The rising importance of past experiences with brands as a 
purchase factor suggests the service may become more popular in the coming year.

Currently, the discount Amazon offers for Subscribe & Save orders is a key 
enticement. 9% of shoppers stated the price was the motive behind using the 
service. By contrast, 6% of consumers stated they use the service for convenience. 
 
Are you currently using Subscribe & Save for any products on Amazon?

Yes: I use it because  
it is convenient

Yes: I use it because Amazon 
offers a discount

No: I do not use it

6.2%

9.4%

84.4%
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MILLENNIAL SUPER SPENDERS ARE SUBSCRIBE & SAVE’S BIGGEST FANS

It may be no surprise, but Super Spenders are more apt to use Subscribe and Save features 
than shoppers overall. More than 28% of Super Spenders use the service—which ranks 80% 
higher than average. 
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Within that cohort, Millennials are the heaviest users of Subscribe and Save. Nearly 
41% of shoppers ages 25 to 34 who spend more than $100 on Amazon monthly use the 
replenishment service—161% higher than the overall average. Millennial Super Spenders 
noted Subscribe & Save was equally advantageous in terms of convenience and cost.

Are you currently using Subscribe & Save for any products on Amazon? 

Yes: I use it because 
 it is convenient

Yes: I use it because Amazon 
offers a discount

No: I do not use it
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Top Takeaways for Brands in 2020
Amazon presents such a rich opportunity for you to win new, high-value 
customers. Participation on the platform is all but mandatory. Here’s how  
your brand can make the most of it:

1. SHOPPERS ARE WILLING TO TRY NEW PRODUCTS & BRANDS  
Sellers that overcome concerns about counterfeiting, provide authentic 
reviews and pinpoint the right price point across touchpoints will come out on 
top. Brands in pet supplies and grocery have growing audiences and a strong 
incentive to sell on Amazon. Popular categories such as apparel and beauty will 
have to balance their offerings with Amazon’s own competitive plays—but they 
can strike a balance by offering exclusive products with attractive pricing to win 
the day.

2. MOBILE ADS HAVE THE HIGHEST IMPACT 
Shoppers positively view Amazon paid ads. Mobile ads not only reach mobile-
focused Gen Z consumers, they also have a higher impact than other formats.

3. SHOPPERS ARE CONNECTING WITH BRANDS VIA NEW TOUCHPOINTS  
Plot twist, it’s not just Gen Z using these newer options. Alexa-enabled voice 
shopping has appeal for older shoppers. Brands should explore ways to secure 
paid and organic positioning and design voice “skills” to aid with customer  
service and product discovery.

4. DIFFERENT DEMOGRAPHICS REQUIRE DIFFERENT APPROACHES  
Brands hoping for success on Amazon should narrow their focus to the most 
relevant audience for their products. Generation Z is mobile-forward, while 
Millennial women are price-conscious and take advantage of Amazon’s 
Subscribe & Save feature. Men heavily purchase in the Electronics category. 
However, younger men also contribute to the popularity of apparel and health 
and beauty on Amazon.
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP

Schedule Your  
Amazon Strategy Evaluations

Tinuiti’s Amazon Audit is a complimentary 60-minute 
analysis and assessment of brand’s existing Vendor 

Central account, advertising programs, product 
order (PO) volume, and profitability metrics.

https://tinuiti.com/what-we-do/our-services/marketplaces-amazon
https://tinuiti.com/what-we-do/our-services/marketplaces-amazon
https://tinuiti.com

